
examples in many countries, but she did not speak about Turkey.
However, this writer was able to ask about the Turkish situation
and she gave an excellent factual reply. As a result of these activi
ties, I was summoned to the IFLA Executive and asked to with
draw our resolution within two hours. After finding out about the
Scandinavian resolution and its very solid support, our group de
cided to support that resolution and we withdrew our own the next
day. In the meantime, the IFLA Executive decided against publish
ing all the resolutions, and also prevailed upon the Scandinavians to
delete all mention of Turkey from their carefully developed com
promise language. In return, we tried to amend what was left by
restoring the Scandinavian's own language on Turkey on the floor
of the IFLA Council. A large minority supported our amendment,
but it was defeated.

The question remains. Where does our responsibility lie while we
are enjoying the hospitality of the host country and our local col
leagues? And what if most of our local colleagues support their
Government's repressive policies for one reason or another? If cou
rageous local colleagues must remain silent to protect their health
and lives, and if we can speak with only relatively minor conse
quences, how can we justify remaining silent?
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DOCUMENTS

RESOLUTION ON DIE IMPORTANCE OF FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION
AND FREE ACCESS TO INFORMAll0N

passed by IFLA, August 1995

The 1995 IFLA General Conference in Istanbul affirms its commit
ment to Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
as stated by the 55th IFLA General Conference 1989.

The IFLA General Conference is deeply concerned about increasing
infringements on free expression and the free flow of information in
many parts of the world, and the mounting cases of abuse and even
killing that are being recorded. Attacks are often directed against
writers, journalists, publishers and editors, and those responsible
may be governments, groups or parties representing extreme politi
cal or religious views.

The IFLA General Conference firmly condemns all violent and oth
er restrictions on freedom of expression, access to information and
free debate. These are fundamental rights that enable people and
societies to protect and enhance democracy and culture. The IFLA
General Conference will call upon all governments to ensure the
right to freedom of expression and the free flow of information for
their citizens and to protect them from violence, intimidation and
threat of punishment.
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Thefollowing text contains a paragraph excisedfrom the original
Scandanavian resolution concerning freedom of expression in
Turkey. This paragraph was strippedfrom the end of the Scandi
navian resolution because of pressure from the IFLA. Executive.
{Editors]

Original resolution's final paragraph: The IFLA General Con
ference is aware that the Turkish authorities are debating an amend
ment to Article 8 of the Anti-Terror Law. The IFLA General
Conference wishes to emphasize the urgency of this amendment,
and the need to release all those who remain charged and impris
oned under Article 8.

* * *

Supporters of the entire original resolution moved to have the
above paragraph reinstated, but jailed in a final vote by about
2-1. Below is a statement made by Michael Malinconico arguing
for the importance oftheparagraph above. [Editors]

Michael Malinconico: As librarians we are unequivocally com
mitted to ensuring free and unhindered access to information in
formation representing a wide diversity of viewpoints, ideologies
and cultural expression. IFLA has articulated in its long-term poli
cy statement that it supports and works to ensure that the cultural
heritage of all societies is preserved and maintained. Furthermore,
IFLA has reaffirmed its commitment to intellectual freedom by
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forming a committee to study how it can further the causes of ac
cess to information and freedom ofexpression.

Consequently, as librarians and as members of this federation, we
oppose and reject policies and practices that abrogate these rights.
We oppose and abhor anything that contributes to censorship or
suppression ofcultural expression.

As librarians, as members of IFLA and as men and women of con
science, we speak out against violations of human rights that re
strict access to information or curtail freedom of expression. We
speak out in opposition to such policies when the transgressions are
committed by our own countries. And, in spite of our reluctance,
we are compelled do so even when they are practiced by a gracious
and generous host. It should not be said that urging the govern
ment of a great nation to adhere, without reservation, to the princi
ples of the Declaration of Human Rights is an act of discourtesy to
its people. Rather it is an affirmation of a belief in the best instincts
ofthose people.
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